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This is a game developed by some who used to be researchers.
To some extent it's real storey, though exaggerated.
The core of this game is beyond nation and language. Many who dreamed to be scientists in their childhood, and struggled to go
to college(maybe even prestigous) may have been in the same situation as the dog we control in the game enconters. They're not
clever enough as those who can make breakthroughs, nor they do they have someone on whom they can lean in the academic
world. Still they devote themselves to the dull work in the lab, coz the progress of science not only needs genious ideas,but also
tedious work. They receive the salary not in propotion to their degrees attained during long campus life, they' re exploited by
their boss, they lost vigor of juveniles and let years and months slip by. And there's no hope of anything's becoming better.
Suddenly they find everything changed, those who didn't go to college have brought up a naughty boy and their family seem so
harmonious .those friends in college have become derictors in their company and enjoying middle class life. Yet research
dogs,they are repeating their hopeless days.
So why a dog as the main character? This is from an old Hongkong movie, A Chinese Odyssey. At the end of the movie, the
hero Zhi Zun Bo choose to take on pains for his love, a walker-by comment as this: Look at this man, isn't he like a dog? Thus a
man as a dog is used to describe someone who takes on heavy responsibility and keep on till the end of their journey.
I wonder if this game has English version. I hope this game can be appreciated by more around the world.. A very playable game
that allows the player to deploy strategy and tactics of naval warfare. Although I feel it's simplicity also takes away from what
could have become a better WWII naval wargame.

I wish the damage model was a little more realistic and gave you a little more data on the individual ships. Although it overall
works I feel the graphics could offer a little more with more interesting explosions and damage modeling. It's uninteresting to
see every ship sink straight down. I think ships should vary a little in how they go down. They should list to one side, roll or
capsize (especially the Japanese cruisers and battleships with the huge superstructures), they go down by the bow or stern. If you
read books and naval warfare of WWII you'll hear about pieces flying off, bows breaking off and the keels breaking in two.
Make it a little more interesting! Show me a little more in graphic sprites of men scrambling off the ships as they began to list,
roll or go down. I think I'd care about each ship a lot more and feel for their well being as I see the damage they take as the
game proceeds.

I think the game's target is to appeal to a greater fan base with simplistic controls but with that the game feels a lot more generic.

Overall I like the game a lot but a little more detail in many aspects of the game would really make it shine and give us a horrific
glimps of WWII naval warfare that seems missing in games.. PUGS! This game is worth 1.19. It's worth 10 dollars. its worth
100. It's worth 10000000000000. PUGS!. I love to play Hidden Object games together with my daughter, but this one is so
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boring that we stopped playing it.

The graphics is nice enough and from the atmosphere it looks good, but the game itself is totally repititive and boring.
There a re some good ideas making it different from the run of the mill HO game but the overall presentation is not enough to
save it. And if you are looking for a story, well there is some, but it is pretty unrelated to what you are playing and serves only as
an excuse.

. This game is just plain fun. My 3 year old also has an absolute blast playing this.

The music is great and the animations are fun. The more you eat the bigger you get how can you go wrong?

My 3 year old is now 5 and still love playing this with me.. worst ♥♥♥♥ing game ive ever played

dev if youre reading this n*ck yourself. Pros:

-Fun Gameplay
-Acceptable Soundtrack
-Good controls
-Controller Support
-Trading Cards
-Achievements
-Catches well the ''Arcade'' feeling
-Up to 3 simutaneous players

Cons:

-Badly-made level design (in some areas, especially the bosses)
-Questionable hitbox
-Levels tend to be repetitive
-First time the game is launched, you are greeted with a benchmark to determine the power of your system, but what we have
here is a fairly low-specs friendly game, so why is this necessary in the first place?

Other infos:

Game is family friendly: Yes
Low-Specs friendly: Yes
Game's overall relevance: Recommended.
. okey, listen up. ive wiped my own\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665with games that has more worth than this... how dare you
sell this?
its garbage.. I had the chance to try this game in a local event in Madrid and loved it. It's quite a fresh take on the whole damn
shooter genre with its "stealthy" stuff (teleports, invisibility, and the clone thing)

I tried the game in single player and tbh it's fun too. It features just a few challenges for now, but it's still in early access and
they are updating it quite frequently.. If you like metroidvania, you'll like this. Animation is rudementary. There is virtually no
music. Sound effects are weak. There's little enemy variety. The game lacks the charm and complexity of games like Valdis
(which is on Steam) or Symphony of the Night (which unfortunately is not on Steam). But, with all this said, it's not a bad
metroidvania. It does have an interesting premis (even calling it a story is a stretch) and a large world for you to explore and gain
new items and abilities.

It's not a bad game, really. Just one that could have really been better. But for the price, I would recommend it.
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Come on guys this is low budget. Have a heart.
It's a nice retelling of a great old game.
I had far too short an attention span to complete the original so looking forward to experiencing the story by playing this version
instead.
First level felt like the old one, and I'm enjoying it so far.. I reckon their effort, but i think there could be more sounds. And
don't get me wrong, some aren't even white noises (in my book). But it's a quite good software to relax.. I just downloaded the
game and im just getting the hang of it, but being the fact that im an avid space quest fan anything that helps the developement
of the new space quest based game is fantastic!. the best game this year!!!!!!!!!. This software is great for Game Development,
and even full on animations like youtube videos.. This was interesting... Confusing and surreal but that's what's nice about it.
Once I was een quite scared but in a fun way ^^. A true gem of the past, sadly it lost quite a lot of its charm so many years later.
Still worth the nostalgia.
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